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Creating genuine value — the focus for our corporate vision 

and the foundation we’ve built upon for over 150 years. 

Everyone we touch — customers, dealers, stockholders, 

employees and the global community has a vested interest 

in our continuing commitment to quality in products, 

services and relationships. 

We're not only the world’s leading agricultural equipment 

manufacturer, but also a top producer of industrial and lawn 

and grounds care equipment and gaining new market share 

from our diversification into credit, insurance and managed 

health care. 

Behind our concentration on continuous improvement is our 

investment in Research and Development and capital 

expenditures. This is coupled with our awareness that as 

a leader, we safeguard and sustain the environment we're all 

a part of. 

As an Equal Opportunity Employer, we look ahead to an 

exciting future for all concerned. Together we can meet new 

pal Vision challenges and enjoy the inherent rewards. 

CO As openings vary on an ongoing basis in 

PR a on Value Engineering, Accounting, Marketing and 

ce other areas, we regret that we can only 

Qe respond to those inquiries that match our 

C_~ » Manager, Recruiting 
&£ .« . » Department CR-810 

i am _ John Deere Road 
: _ . _ Moline, Illinois 61265
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Hx: you ever wanted to visit a Which has flights to Rio de Janeiro and 
far away country? Are you inquired about available flights neat the 

looking for a little adventure? Are you Have you ever wanted ie of break. The agent eed off a few 
still a poor university student? If you ee remaining dates, and the third one fit 

answered yes to these questions, then to visit a far away satieetly lh a few minutes I had made 
flying as a courier may be for you. country? my reservation, and I was going to 

A | ki fi Brazil. 
° ; ri Flying as a courier is somewhat 

Spring Break in South e VOD enine ere different oe flying as a regular 
America... little adventure? passenger. First, couriers contract with 

F final Sonne REAR aLUW: A ill a courier company itself and not an 
SER aie, HREMIB Olea re you still a poor airline. This meant that I would not 

Madison, I decided to do something ° * physically have my ticket until the day 

different. My dream was not to spend university student? of the flight. At first this bothered me. 

spning break in Blorida or Texas, but to However, this is standard practice in 
go further south, to Brazil. | have TT oe P 

friends there, and the idea of spending _Brazil of almost $1000 would normally {te Courier industry, and, if ensures that 
my break on the beaches of ouhan e make sucha tri very extravagant ct the counter wall not simply refund the 
Brazil sounded infinitely more excitin| my case im ossible. I needed thes e BoC ae eae aroun encom anche faainonale y e break 8 y sold P ide a : flyi per stuck. Since I needed a visa to travel to 

: Pee vise Way, co decided to iy fying as4 Brazil, the company gladly faxed me a 
routine. The standard ticket price to courier. I contacted a courier company copy of my ticket so that I could 

complete the required paperwork with 
the Brazilian consulate. 

A few days before the trip, I 
reconfirmed the flight with the com- 

| pany and was told to meet an agent 
A from the company at Miami Interna- 

| tional Airport a few hours before my 
flight. I traveled to the appointed 

| meeting place, in front of the ticket 

ies counter for my airline to Brazil, and 

. ee Rigas & Wiad At a aah waited. Soon the agent arrived. He 
aia < + aA ea = 1a) geet Se fees introduced himself, checked my 

ees if} (Baie ¥t passport to ensure that I had a visa, and 

—- .. By Bee es ty | asked me to wait while he prepared the 
H 7 . . gen iy ae aperwork with the airline. A few 
{ Bg if may) (Tr a > aD a, gs ‘ ates later he gave me my boarding 
a ie miei || __ pass and my instructions for the return 

ae | ns 2 i ree * ' 2 trip. | asked him “Is that it? Do I need to 
- we y; do anything else?” He responded, “No, 
Lt \ ee > havea good trip. If you do have any 

‘ TENG | ss ape: 'S questions call the numbers listed on 
ee Tt Peete baet, i J/a@sw 1 ma = your contract.” 
ferme re « ie | Sa-sat Boao) ee nan etl; I walked away and smiled as I 
oe oy ~ Seat Ve ) Ra ES owes | 3 looked at my boarding pass to Rio and 
tT oS —_ : the ticket stub, which showed the full 
Perhaps this fall you could be sitting in a plane like this one on your way toa far-off destination, flying as a courier. price of the ticket of $1100, over $700 
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more than the price I had paid the many cases the courier never actually or they may arrange a flight through a 
company. I slept through most of my sees the parcel being shipped. courier broker. Two of the larger 
flight and was on the beach in Rio by courier brokers are Now Voyager and 

noon the next day. Twelve days later, . ? Discount Travel International both in 
my return trip proceeded the same Where do COUrTers fly? New York City. First time couriers often 

way. . Couriers are only necessary on find the second method easier. An 

enue raat eee invaluable source of courier informa- 
5 “ . 99 . : . age 7 

What is a COUNLEr ? . . enauipe for carapanies to have their own Toned ee ae eel Of Ae: 

If thoughts of being a courier stir fleet of airplanes. Couriers fly to major ish ee 8 bulletin of 
up images of James Bond and interna- cities on every continent (except pune —e eee pny a Heats ° 

tional espionage, Iam sorry to say that —_ Antarctica), and depart from several US eee aE Corer possibilities eis the 
you will be disappointed. What being a —_ gateways. The most common origin most complete single source olintormas 

courier really means is the chance to cities for courier flights are New York, tion available to potential couriers. 
travel to different cities around the Miami, Los Angeles and San Francisco. ; Currently, most COUNET flights 
world for very little money. Couriers Flights also originate from Washington originate from either coast: For people 
work for various freight companies DC, Toronto, Houston and Chicago. living in the Midwest this means the 

who ship packages and documents added expense of a domestic flight to 

overnight to major business centers coastal cities. However, this additional 

around the world. ‘ cost is often offset by a significantly 

The international courier market If thoughts of being a cheaper international ticket. Hopefully, 
has developed rapidly in recent years as . ° . some further investigation into courier 
more and more global organizations courier stir up images of travel will lead you to a courier flight of 
need to quickly transport documents our own and the chance to travel to a 

and pacer To fulfill this need, James Bond and siseart country relatively inexpen- 
different courier companies offer international espionage sively. 

shipping services using commercial , 
airlines. These companies transport I am sorry to say that Se 
their material as checked baggage on 5 : > Author Bio: 
regular flights because shipping parcels YOU will be disappointed Joe Skidmore has just graduated with a degree 

as excess baggage is cheaper and faster. © in Civilland Environmental Engineering. He 
than sending them as air freight. But . 

shipping items as baggage also means Cost now calls Austin, TX home, but hopes to 

that they must be accompanied by a . . . return to Brazil soon. 
passenger ticket and naturally, a ____The price a courier pays for a flight 
person. So, in exchange for his or her isa function of simple market econom- 
baggage allowance, a courier is given ics. Courier companies establish an Major Courier Destinations: 

an airline ticket for a significant savings | advance purchase price for each 

— generally over 50 percent of the particular destination, which is often Europe Asia 
ticket price and sometimes much half of the cost of the usual economy Amsterdam Tokyo 

cheaper. ticket price. The companies then accept London Seoul 

reservations for these flights. If the date Paris Hong Kong 
Is it legal? of the flight approaches and they have Rome Jakarta 

. not yet secured a courier for the flight, Milan Sydney 

By now, you are probably asking the ticket price begins to decrease, and Madrid Melbourne 

yourself “Is this legal?” or “How do I sometimes quite drastically. Last minute | 5, 4 ace a ae 

know I’m not shipping drugs or trips to Europe for $100 round trip or ae h: i d 

something?” Yes, the whole process is South America for $150 round trip are oh ee eae 

quite legal and very safe for the courier. —_ even available during off peak travel Paes arene 
Each courier company has a contract times. Occasionally, a company will Brussels Jerusalem 
with the airlines to ship material with desperately need a courier at the last : : 

couriers. The courier company and minute and will offer a free flight. coe pene oe eae 
airlines inspect each shipment before it - oe ho ! 
is sent, just as regular freight is in- : . lexico City io de Janeiro 

apected. They aa must Pee and Becoming a courier Guatemala City Sao Paulo 

sign customs documents for the Since couriers work for courier San Juan Montevideo 

shipment. As a courier, you only carry a companies and not airlines, calling a Buenos Aires 

manifest for the company, and are not traditional travel agent or an airline Africa Lima 

personally liable for the material directly will not yield any information Cape Town Quito 

shipped. Once you reach your destina- __ about courier travel. Couriers arrange Nairobi 
tion, a representative from the company their flights in two general ways. They Cairo 

takes the material through customs. In may contact a courier company directly, 
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A Taste of Things to C 
Hands-on Engineering for Freshmen 

F or many students the focus of lll] Mt. << 
their first year or two of college 

i iri i e e e cas Beeson aanene The objective of the course is to offer more 
with an idea of career options, while . . * . Sinete cane wi a Lies alee ats hands on experience in engineering labs, 
ready to be filled with new possibilities. * 

Among the crowd there are a number projects and on computers 
of admirable people who have a clear 
vision of what they want tostudy. They SOS 
begin freshman year with classes semester sequence in the fall of 1994. In Michael Corradini, a Nuclear 
oriented towards their chosen curricu- the timetable the course is titled Special Engineering and Engineering Physics 
lum. Unfortunately, many of these Topics: Introduction to Engineering 1. professor who will be teaching part of 
students tend to drop out of their It is listed under different departments _ the course says that one of the possible 
majors before they really get a taste of such as: Mechanical Engineering 602, projects will be “building a self- 
what it involves. In the College of Electrical and Computer Engineering powered device, such as a smoke 
Engineering the drop-out rate is 379 and Nuclear Engineering 602 detector, that will not need batteries.” 
particularly high for women and (Lecture 2.) Each semester of the class Professor Pat Farrell indicated that in 
minority, reaching as high as 75 percent. _ will be offered for two credits. Both addition to the projects the students 
Many students feel that the engineering _ courses will be project oriented. may also learn about the ethics, 
curriculum needs to be altered, since Students in the first semester will start marketing and ‘constraints’ of engi- 
they do not take classes in their actual with projects that will be challenging neering. These students will be able to 
engineering department until their and interesting, while remaining at a learn a great deal about engineering 
sophomore or junior year. skill level intended for freshmen. The and how the courses they take will 

In the May 1994 issue of Wisconsin _ second semester will be a continuation _ apply to the real world. Without such 
Engineer we featured an article about of the first, with more variety incorpo- an opportunity, many students begin to 
some of the professors on the engineer- _rated into the projects. As the students feel overwhelmed by all the math and 
ing campus who have participatedina _ start to learn physics and math in their _sciences that they are taking as fresh- 
‘Teaching Improvement Program’. other course work, they will start men and sophomores. When students 
Participating professors Michael applying these skills to their projects. start out, they tend to wonder,”How 
Corradini, John Webster, Richard will this course benefit me and why 
Marleau, John Mitchell, Pat Farrell, John should I learn the material?” This 
Malkus and John Moskwa have now dilemma can develop into disinterest 
come together to develop a new course one of the possible and may eventually cause students to 
specifically intended for freshmen and drop out of a major. Introduction to 
sophomores which will address these projects will be Engineering 1 will provide aspiring 
problems. The objective of the course is engineers with enough knowledge to 
to offer more hands-on experience in build in ig a self develop an interest in and an under- 
engineering labs, projects and on standing of engineering which nor- 
computers. By exposing freshmen and powered device, such mally would not come until a student 
sophomores to real engineering early in reaches the junior or senior level. 
their curriculum, the professors hope to as a smoke detector, , 
help retain some of those potential , AUTHOR BIO: 
engineers that are slipping through the that will not need Caroline Curley is a senior studying English 
cracks and dropping out of their : and Elementary Education. This summer she intended majors. b atteries . , 

The'course will be offered to had many adventures teaching a kindergarten 
freshmen and sophomores as a two class filled with energetic five year olds, 
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Remember when you were a Pre-engineer and had never taken an engineering class? Thanks to the new Pre-engineering curricula, freshman and sophmores will get a taste of 

engineering while they fulfill their breadth requirements. 
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Ww such a large emphasis on machines, but all operate on the same ite material has cooled, it will be 

recycling in every facet of basic principle. First, a hopper is filled ground back into pellets which can then 
today’s society, it is no wonder that with the material to be extruded in be used just like new pellets. 
engineers are getting into the scene. pelletized form. The pellets are then 
Mechanical Engineering Professor Tim _ gravity fed into the barrel of the The intent of the research group is 
Osswald was recently awarded funding —_ machine. Once inside the barrel, the to create composite pellets which will 
for his project entitled “Mixing and be useful in blow molding processes as 
Processability of Thermoplastic-Natural we'll as in extrusion type applications. 
Fiber Composites Using Materials ° However, it is not yet known what 
Recovered from Municipal Solid You could get up In percentage of wood fiber additive can 

Wastes.” Now that is a title that would ° be used to still allow the material to be 
be tough to fit on the spine of a book! the morning and blow molded. Wood fiber additive 
Working in conjunction with American ° improves material properties desirable 
Wood Fibers, and Engineered Plastics pour your milk out of in extrusion type applications, but 
Corporation, Osswald, assisted by a ° makes the material less ductile and 

graduate student and three under- a jug that was made therefore difficult to blow mold. Rich 
graduates, will be conducting research Theriault, a graduate student working 
to find ways to reuse the recyclable from the deterge nt on the project says that currently ”...the 
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) group is blending the wood flour and 
recovered from everyday products such bottle you threw out HDPE at various percentages by 
as milk jugs, laundry detergent . volume. Eventually the group will test 
containers, and wood fiber recovered last month along with the material to find the optimum 
from recycled paper products. The e 5 percentage that maximizes certain 
HDPE used in the research will be bits of your neigh- mechanical characteristics of the 

ground up into small pellets which will 1 composite.” 
then be mixed with the wood fiber to bors newspapers 
create a cheaper composite material. Blow molding is the method used 

to produce hollow items such as milk 
Though it sounds simple, the jugs, soda bottles, garbage cans, and 

project is not as easy as throwing the material is melted through the use of even gas tanks for automobiles. The 
recycled materials together, since the high internal pressure created by the possibilities are intriguing, though not 
effects of mixing wood fiber and screw and heating bands on the outside _ necessarily appetizing. For instance, 
recycled HDPE have never been of the barrel. After being mixed inside __ you could get up in the morning and 
studied. The two materials will be the extruder, the composite material pour the last bit of milk out of jug made 
placed together inside ahopper andan __ will be extruded ina continuous from the detergent bottle you threw out 
extrusion machine will mix them. There _ fashion like a big, long piece of spa- last month along with bits of your 
are many different types of extrusion ghetti. Once the newly created compos- _ neighbors newspaper. You could then 
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take the empty milk jug and throw itin _ processing conditions, the better the significantly, so different volume 
a garbage can made entirely from flow characteristics of the material. percentages and their effects on 

yesterdays garbage. By the time you got material properties will be studied. 

around to drinking a soda at lunch err n= — Since such a composite material is 
time, out of a container made partly K : unique, ASTM (American Society for 
from that ridiculous parking ticket you eeping used Testing and Materials) testing will also 

tossed, your morning garbage could be need to be performed before applica- 

on the way to a landfill in a truck with a polymers and recycled tions for the new composites can be 

gas tank made from recycled materials determined. 
as well paper out of the 

. Using recycled polymer pellets 

There are many unknowns which landfills and putting costs less than using new material, and 
need to be studied, such as the adding wood fiber will reduce the 

flowability of the composite inside the recycled goods on the weight of the product as well as the 

mold. Flowability is also sometimes 5 cost. Keeping used polymers and 
referred to as processability. shelf WI ll keep the recycled paper out of the landfills and 
Processability is important to varying . putting recycled goods on the shelf will 

degrees depending on the type of mold earth a little greener keep the earth a little greener. Such 
being used. If the mold is intricate, and research is truly valuable to both the 
the polymer or composite material does. =§=<—————__ environment and society. 
not have good flow characteristics, it 
will not fill the mold properly. Fortu- 
nately for researchers, the flowability of Since the wood fiber derived from 
a material within a mold can be recycled paper is less expensive than AUTHOR BIO: 
measured using a spiral mold. A spiral the polymer, about three cents versus a oad Hoe . ‘ 
mold is a special spiral shaped mold dollar per pound, the higher the RJ. Elsing is a senior in Mechanical Engineer- 

used exclusively to study the flow of volume percentage of wood fiber that ing. He is one of the undergraduate students 
polymers. The farther along the spiral can be added, the better. Adding wood currently involved in this project. 
path a material flows for specific flour affects the material properties 

Motor 

(A| | 
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Students are experimenting with ways to turn old HDPE plastic into new plastic that can be used to make soda bottles, garbage cans, even gas 
tanks. These are the parts of the injection molding machine whcih helps the researchers concoct the plastic recipe. 
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Concurrent Education? oncurrent Education! 
Engineering Professor Takes Ne 

Approach to Teachin 
magine a class where functional requirements to serviceabil- gain insights into the art of manufactur- 

I the students are teachers, the ity issues, to be taken into account at ing that one learns only from years of 

professor is a student and grades are the design phase. This approach experience.” To provide students a 

not the bottom line. Could it be enables a company to introduce a comprehensive learning experience, 

possible? Yes. This is not the scenario higher quality and cost competitive Veeramani’s course embodies three 

of some television sitcom — it is the product in a shorter time span. vital ingredients — cooperative 

real thing in Industrial Engineering 691: learning, hands-on experience, and 

Advanced Computer Aided Manufac- According to Veeramani, the same industry based education. 

turing. thing that happens in the traditional 

manufacturing setting has been In most classes it is automatically 
IE 691 is a graduate level course happening in our education system. assumed that the instructor is the expert 

facilitated by Professor Raj Veeramani. “What we often do at the University is and everyone else is there to learn. But 

Veeramani takes a unique approach to teach students what we think they need in IE 691, which consists mostly of 

teaching this course, one he calls to know and then throw them over the engineers returning from industry to 

concurrent education, that derives its wall to industry. A lot of time and effort school, the students have diverse 

inspiration from the concurrent often goes into training students when backgrounds and industry experiences. 

engineering philosophy. they reach industry,” Veeramani points Veeramani strongly believes that by 

out. This is the same problem that creating an environment for coopera- 

Veeramani explains that the re tive and team-based learning, everyone 

traditional process of product develop- Imagine a class where can learn from each other in a collabo- 

ment is sequential, rative effort rather i looking to him 
“Design gets a product concept from = as the sole source of knowledge in the 

marketing; they design it and throw it the students are teach classroom. By running the class using a 
over the wall to manufacturing; ers the professor is a team approach where students are 

manufacturing determines how the ’ — 
product will be manufactured and then fe 

throws it over the wall to production student and grades are a e 
Si ee ° “a 

and so on. not the bottom line. > OE 
Was z _ si 7 A ed y 

Many difficulties associated are Se - 

with this type of approach to product manufacturing firms had with the e ¢ = ) 
development. “There are communica- sequential product development | e ve fp Ls 

tion gaps”, Veeramani explains, “that approach. mar | Et i \ 
make it very difficult to fully gage the i . 

implications of decisions made at a Veeramani recognized these — 

stage in downstream activities”. A lot of similarities and thought “Why not take. ri / 
time and money is often spent on fixing the concepts of concurrent engineering | ee 5 

‘unanticipated’ problems. and apply them to education?” The aN — he al . & 
result is something he calls concurrent Ly i a € 

Under a concurrent engineering education. Eo z 

approach, a product is developed a = 
collectively by a design team with Veeramani explains, “It is not that a & 

representatives from a variety of we are teaching the students the wrong ri " a: 
functional areas such as marketing, things; rather we need to provide a : 4 a 

design, manufacturing, and production. _ students [with] more opportunities to 7 ~ 
Using a cross-functional team allows all address manufacturing engineering Professor Veeramani assist a concurrent engineering stu- 

facets of the product life cycle, from problems in their entirety and also to dent working on a piece at a vertical milling machine. 
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empowered and responsible for For example, during the course method of learning very valuable. 
learning and teaching the material, module on casting, the students learned For Russ Beard, a returning engineer, it 

“Students get the opportunity to take in the classroom how to use is refreshing to have students, instead 
advantage of all the expertise in the ProEngineer for building Computer of a professor teach the class. “You 
room,” Veeramani says. Aided Design models of castings and to know what level other students are on, 

perform solidification analysis using sometimes when a professor has been 
Veeramani further suggests that the SWIFT software package. Students teaching for a long time he or she 

more learning can take place by having then visited the UW Foundry and forgets that this is the first time we have 
a team of educators (students, the actually made parts using a sand seen the material,” Beard comments. 
instructor, and industry representa- casting technique. Subsequently, they 
tives) rather than just one instructor. toured a local foundry where company Steven Sutiono, a graduate student 
During a typical class period, a team of personnel demonstrated all aspects of without industry experience finds the 
four students is responsible for teaching — making a part from the time the class meaningful as well. “The industry 
the theory or computer-aided tool —_—_—_eeenerren_s visits are helpful because | don’t have 
under discussion. “So in essence,” "Four people in the any experience in industry and this way 
Veeramani says, “four people in the I can see what it is like,” he says. 
class have become experts in that topic class have become 
instead of just one, and during the class While the value of the concurrent 

period, these four students help others experts in that topic education approach appears clear to 
to also master the material.” students, the companies that participate 

/ instead of just One, and _ it this education process also derive 
On the first day of class, the 15 , some benefits. Through the projects the 

students enrolled in the course spend during that class period, students conduct in coon module, 
time deciding what they want to learn companies can gain insight into the 
during the semester within the realm of value of using various computer-aided 
computer aided manufacturing. They these four students help tools and analysis techniques that can 
decide how they wanted to learn the make them more competitive in today’s 
material, what computer-aided tools others to also master global marketplace. Veeramani ade, 
they want to use, and also how they are op Ut “The concurrent education approach 
going to measure the level of learning. the material. . offers a win-win proposition to all the 

° articipants — students, faculty, and 

The result of this discussion is the Professor Raj industry.” * 
formulation of four course modules V ° 
focusing on different manufacturing eeramani } a) 
techniques such as EDM, casting, tool OT : mA “ 
and die design and manufacture, and company receives a customer’s call for a ca ris . ez 

sheet metal fabrication. quote to the actual production of the x ~~ “~< 
part. They were then given a blueprint — a 13 ’ 

Each module begins with a by the foundry president and asked to | A Sa. f fj i 
discussion of the theory and principles submit a quote for manufacturing the | a Se. 
underlying the topic and involves team part. To perform this assignment, the Lo S Ly 
presentations of the material to the rest students used the computer-aided tools q , i = 
of the class. These discussions are for modeling and analysis that they had <i, . 

combined with hands-on sessions on learned earlier in the module, and > 4 “ 3 

state-of-the-art computer-aided tools developed a cost proposal that was then a = ‘ 2 
pertinent to that form of manufactur- submitted to the company. Their results =F |i 
ing. The classroom meetings are are currently being evaluated by the | ee ie é 

followed by a visit toa related industry, | company. ” P - 4 

where students learn first-hand about 3 aa a 

how a company uses that particular Veeramani feels that itisimportant Mj eS 
manufacturing process, and also gain to include all the steps from design of Pe 
insight into all the decisions that need through production when learning —= i se | Age 
to be made to transform a customer about a specific method of manufactur- el =, i 

request, often in the form of a sketch or ing. “Very often a course will focus on Professor Veeramani and two students discuss the dimen- 

a blueprint, into a finished product. one small aspect of manufacturing and sions of a part with the help of Computer Aided Design. 
Finally, the students return to class with _ ignore everything else with the hope 
a “real” project assigned to them by the that students will pick up the other AUTHOR BIO: 
company and solve it using the theory, pieces from other classes and somehow After raduatin in’ May: Lesliets planning to 

computer-aided tools, and practical put thom toge tier tn thelr Reads alte tour cae nih her ale After that, she’s 
insi r i jus happening,” Veeramani says. ‘ ote ee 2 insights that they have learned in the just not happ' 8, y’ going to get a job inthe big city of Chicago 

oa 3 : and eae famous doing something. 
In general, students find this 
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Parametric 3 - D Modeling 
e ° 

Designer and Computer Working Together 

W ith the power of com- you send the part to be manufactured,” —_ model,” says Gadh. 3-D modeling will 
puters increasing every day, Gadh says. also allow a designer to move and ro- 

computers used by companies for the Although the difference between 2- _ tate an object around on the screen, al- 
design and manufacturing of products D drafting programs and 3-D modeling _ lowing for details to be seen directly. 
are in high demand. In order to increase _ programs may be obvious, the differ- This has only been possible on 2-D pro- 
profits companies are trying to cut ence between 3-D modeling and 3-D grams using various sectional and aux- 
down on concept-to-production time. parametric modeling software may not. __iliary view drawings. 
Today, high-tech parametric 3-dimen- Another benefit that stems from 

sional modeling programs are leading —_—_—__Reeses_—s the idea of integrated computer concur- 
the way to faster and more efficient rent design is computers assisting de- 
prototype periods for products. Both at 1 1 signers to present design mishaps. With 
UW-Madison and in industry, Professor The idea behind Pro/ENGINEER, a 3-D parametric 
Rajit Gadh has seen the impact that ' modeling program used at UW-Madi- 
parametric modeling programs are hav- computer integrated son, a computer can warn a designer if 
ing on manufacturing techniques. . * certain elements on the piece being 
Gadh, who holds a Ph.D. in computer concurrent design Is drawn may cause future problems. For 
integrated concurrent design from instance, if two holes drawn at angles 
Carnegie Mellon University, has been at for the computer and intersect each other at some point, the 

the UW-Madison Department of Me- ° ° computer may warn the designer to this 
chanical Engineering for two years. To- designer to interact possible problem. In the past with 2-D 
day he is helping to lead the way to ° drafting programs, this kind of problem 
new ideas in the realm of industrial with each other to could only be realized after certain sec- 
manufacturing. ° tional or auxiliary views of the object 

Going back 40 years or so, compa- determine the best were drawn. Sometimes these mistakes 

nies were doing design and drafting on ° ° are not even realized until after a part 
drawing boards. Twenty years ago de- course of action in the has been prototyped resulting in large 
signers and draftspersons were draw- e losses of money and time for a com- 
ing on 2-dimensional computer pro- product design pany. 
grams such as AutoCad. In the early Parametric technology, such as 
1980’s a new prospect in design soft- Pro/ENGINEER, not only flags the user 
ware began to take shape - - 3-D solids when possible errors develop, but also 
modeling and parametric CAD (com- What makes parametric modeling dif- gives the designer the ability to set pa- 
puter assisted design). According to ferent is that the designer works with rameters (hence the name parametric) 
Gadh this idea makes perfect sense. the computer and creates the object in that are needed for product design. Ac- 
“The principal advantage of the solid terms of the parameters for the object’s cording to Gadh, “[For a designer] it 
modeling over the 2-D drafting is that entities. For example, if an object has 20 may be important to catch the intersec- 
real objects are three dimensional,” he 2mm in diameter holes and the de- tion between two holes while for [some 
says. Gadh points out that is is only signer decides to enlarge the holes to other designer] it might be important to 
logical to design products on the com- 2.2mm, he or she can simply change the _ ensure that the two holes don’t get 
puter as they will be produced on the hole diameter parameter for the entity closer than a certain amount. Paramet- 
line. “This will allow the designers and _ type (the hole). This differs from regu- _ ric technology can do that as well.” 
manufacturers to look at the parts they _ lar 3-D solids programs where the de- Pro/ENGINEER allows a user to design 
are designing and see on the computer signer would have to change each hole —_ complex surface shapes and simulate 
how the various parts and assembly individually. After these parametric the processes needed to produce a cer- 
will fit together. Many of the [part’s] vi- changes have occurred, “The computer _ tain shape. For instance, the program 
sual things can be captured even before _ will figure out how to update the solid _ allows you to simulate the structure of 
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an object made of sheet metal. In addi- Hee SBI TLTE 
tion, external add-on programs cur- a bid cet i? 
rently being developed by Gadh and i j B HUG ae Lo le ip 
his graduate students will help deter- He goa eel fi FP es | So mS ip 

a : ee oor OO mine where bends are best located in ee OP — es 
the sheet metal and how certain entities pe . , es - bs i. = = oh 
will look according tp the particular “a Nae | jee iE Bee ok ef 

. a PE Ben ES (a 
pe by which they are manufac- we 4 - casa fi ce 
ured. fom 7 ( 

The idea behind computer inte- ( -_ Fos, So | 
grated concurrent design is for the com- . 2 2 ay Bice 
puter and designer to interact with each ; Fm, — - ef Ze 

other to determine the best course of ac- >  — a ti _ 

tion in the product design. The idea is a os —_— PS . . = ue y : 
not only to design the product, but also '. ~~ et : 
to figure out processes and activities _ r ee | Ny! om 
that occur after the initial product de- | — oe x " “+ . 
sign. Using a ‘knowledge based expert E am =, c 
system’, parametric software technol- — q , 4 ; oe ge Te 
ogy will allow a computer to study the ‘ a] Pe : er RY 
geometric features of an object and help ‘ <a i” Pe jf dl 
determine what operations may be Fd r Ey a Se ' 
needed to manufacture it. For instance, al i ee © rT 2 
if a part is to be injection molded, the — = Fe Ov" Z 

As technology grows, chris er c ibtere han Chen E 
Dept. of Mechanical Engrg. 

so do the demands of Univ of Wisconsin-Madison & 

° A configuration for a motor, drawn with a 3-D parametric modeling program called Pro/Engineer. 
companies to produce ““"" , pe a 

° ° 

high quality products concept for a product, [you] try to puter integrated concurrent design? 
. build the product as quickly as - i 5 

with decreased mols enaye Wititiinicthaclcgy  Sheowled ge hase! tal can ovina 
d ° ti wasteful processes may be eliminated. design information to designers and 
esign time “Instead of having to prototype a par- —_ manufacturers are needed. With these 

an Part pee or eign eines you databases Providing the information 
might need to only do it three or four such as the stresses the designed part 

computer may let the designer know if times.” will encounter and the ane the part 
moving parts may be needed on the Gadh believes that it is extremely may be made from, the computer may 
molding die for proper part removal. important for students to be familiar aid in the decision about proper design 
This is extremely important. Moveable with the same technology that compa- techniques. As technology grows, so do 
parts ona die may add anywhere from _ nies are using. “The important thing is the demands of companies to produce 
10 to 30 percent of the total cost, so if getting students educated in this [para- _ high quality products with decreased 
the computer can help determine what metric] technology so that they can go design time. It is not too hard to believe 

holes are needed and which may be re- _— out and provide these benefits to the that one day, designer and computer 
moved, a company can save a large companies.” So how are students react- _ will become one and take on the manu- 
amount of money. ing to using Pro/ENGINEER? Dave facturing world. 

While working in the American au- _Struebing, a first semester graduate stu- 
tomotive market for companies suchas _ dent in Manufacturing Systems Engi- 
Ford and GM, Gadh has experienced a neering is currently taking ME 601, a 
first-hand knowledge of how paramet- course taught by Gadh in the use of AUTHOR BIO: 

ric technology is shaping the manufac- Pro/ENGINEER for design. Although Mark Mastalski is a senior in Mechanical Engi- 
turing realm, “One of the things the au- _ rather new to the program, he had this . . 
tomotive industry wants to do is cut to say, “If you know AutoCad you can neering. This past summer he co-oped at 
down the concept-to-production time. do solids modeling easily.” Kohler Company, in Kohler, Wisconsin. 

The idea is that once you have an initial So what is next in this idea of com- 
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Agricultural Engi 
It's more than dpl € than COWS, MOWS and Plows 

A griculture. When you think of about 45 agricultural engineering Food engineering involves design- 
agriculture you might think programs. Here in Madison, the ing equipment needed in the food 

about plant physiology, farm manage- program contains 72 students, 85% men _ industry. This specialization is rela- 
ment and other areas dealing with and 15% women. tively new in the agricultural engineer- 
agricultural and life sciences. But not ing department, and class opportunities 
only does the College of Agricultural ————_—_—__ are currently being expandedStudents 
and Life Science (CALS) have depart- " ‘ take courses in chemistry, food science 

ments devoted to these typical agricul- Advantages include and machine design. People who 
tural topics, it also supports a program concentrate in this area have been 
that integrates biological science with small classes, one to employed by Dean Foods, Hillshire 
engineering science called Agricultural . Farms, Pillsbury, and General Mills. 

Engineering. one attention and 
‘ 5 : Machinery Systems deals with 

Agricultural engineering is not a solving biologically designing off-road equipment, such as 
new discipline. It was developed in agricultural, construction and lawn and 
1906 when the agricultural physics related problems." turf equipment, as well as designing 
program divided into soils and agricul- pulp and paper-making and other 
tural engineering. That is why this — processing equipment. Course study in 
major is not a part of the College of What do Agricultural Engineers this field includes mechanical and 

Engineering (COE). From 1906 until do? Agricultural engineers implement engineering mechanics courses as well 

1970, Agricultural engineers majored in _ engineering technology in a biological as food science and other agricultural 
mechanical or civil engineering. After environment. At UW-Madison, a classes. Graduates often get jobs at John 

completing the engineering degree, student in the program can concentrate Deere, Case, Archer Daniel Midland, 
students enrolled in CALS for another in one of four areas of study: food Caterpillar, Badger Northland and 

year to complete the agricultural engineering, machinery systems, Gehl. 

degree. In 1970 the college offered a natural resources and environment and 
four year degree program for agricul- structures and environment. Natural Resources and Environ- 
tural engineers. Nationally, there are ment students are interested in run-off, 

land conservation, water and waste 

a en ay management. Courses in this area 
CO a Pre include surveying, hydrology, land 

= mee a oI planning, environmental engineering 
Oe ens FA oe = o = and concrete structures. Students 

a St * be i we 7 tt sole receive jobs in the DNR, Soil Conserva- 
S RE a ° ay ¥ f ry r a tion Service and consulting firms. Mike 

5] Bim We ey = ee 2 7te ep ig ee ” agricultural engineer. 
r = . oe a <a Geeta ing and natural resources student, 

ad :. rs ae \ aL eae comments, “I’d like to work with farm 

ps ne pF ; ¥ re land conservation, so that land is being 

5 Kicaiie F hei S , ae dope used efficiently and effectively.” 
Py y eee gi = aay ese & / 

ees Mt TY | L : » ws 2 Structures and Environment 

— fa | = : students want to design and manufac- 
— 3 2 ture commercial agricultural structures 

—— - ! and the environmental systems within 
A group of agricultural engineering students work together in lab. these structures. Courses involve 
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classes on various structures, survey- research with a professor. Some of the : , 
ing, heating and cooling of those research on this campus includes 
structures. Jobs are available with nitrogen removal for on-site waste | E | \ 4 N 
companies who are involved with disposal, manure handling equipment i f j= i , ; 
agricultural structures as well as with uniform spreading rates, develop- ah \ (i — aN as 
consulting firms. ing non-destructive ways to detect : 4 NY Be cacnc>| i 

ripeness in food and designing tillage % Bh bss 
Agricultural engineers also get an and forage handling equipment. : tT. s 

opportunity to gain work experience He ¥ ) ; . = i 
outside of the classroom through a What are the advantages of being I: a ba J 2 
summer internship. Students can work, _ an agricultural engineering student? , eS Se 

get paid, gain experience and earn Since a number of professors have joint An example of farm equipment designed by agricultural 
college credits. They have to write appointments between Agricultural engineers from the Machine Systems area. 

es = ENgineering and the College of Engi- 
neering and since agricultural engineers | Wisconsin professional section as well 

° take a lot of engineering courses, as a student section. The student section 

. right now there may agricultural engineering students are holds meetings and takes field trips. 
° able to take advantage of the benefits of | They will be having a lawn mower 

be an agricultural both campuses. Tltey enn use the clinic in the fall to Fie funds. They also 
° ogge services of the placement offices on participate at Expo. Their 1993 exhibit 

engineer sitting next both campuses, the co-op office and the demonstrated how to extract protein 

. Computer Aided Engineering center. from alfalfa. 
to you In class and The faculty-student ratio is low. 

Professor Jim Converse, the Agricul- So as you can see — agricultural 

you do not even know tural Engineering department chair, engineering is not cows, mows and 
° points out, “Advantages include small plows. It integrates engineering 
It. classes, one-to-one attention and principles with biological sciences with 

solving biologically related problems.” the goal of producing an efficient and 
environmentally safe agricultural 

Agricultural engineers have a setting. In fact, right now there may be 
reports to fulfill the three credits. Some professional organization called the an agricultural engineer sitting next to 
interns have worked at the DNR, Gehl, American Society of Agricultural you in class and you do not even know 

and Soil Conservation Service. Students Engineers, which has between 8000 it: 
can also gain experience by working on —_ and 9000 national members. There is a 

WE S| = AUTHOR BIO: 
oe | e Robyn Ryan, a senior in Engineering 

j | e AS ee Mechanics, held down 5 jobs this summer 
2 ; BE including 2internshi foveechani | a ge | including 2 internships at the Biomechanics, 

| h. 5 4e oe ©} lab at UW Hospital & Clinics and at WCSAR. 

a q ore SP) After such a busy summer she looks forward to 

ey! | ee Al / ' “| the welcome relief of school! 
7 HI sh 4 n be - 14 — 

ee _e a Taz > BS. 2 i 

| eo e 7 ) ho ae i 
me am ce PY | | 

sees Se oe a 
PE ae / Vt 

= iy fi. 
az Ps Re ee ae Ly a /B 

— ae | u ye ee = y = ee le: 
cas ge LE ae Se 5 

See a | =e - 
A potato grinding, blending and cooking machine at a pilot plant. Agricultural Engineers are key in designing and 

maintaining this kind of machinery. 
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Thinking of G h inking of Graduate School... 

t is possible for a student as an Actions to Take as an fi = eo Gee: med 

I undergraduate to increase their Undergraduate ‘ aw ee 7) e tae oe 

chances in enrollment at the University a si Eo ( a 3 i ee 

of Wisconsin or elsewhere ina graduate All departments stress - on a S \we ~~ 

program of interest by planning ahead. that students who are a= ead 

Graduate and Undergraduate Admis- thinking about graduate ; ~ © . Be 
sion procedures differ substantially and school should make an : i sae ” ~ . 

it is good to find out early what can be effort to talk to a faculty ‘ > alll 

done to have the qualifications needed member in their area of 8 \ Bee x ; 

for acceptance to a particular institu- study. According to on hae Ro a 

tion. Professor Emmert, ae] \ e . ao 

Chairman of the Nuclear SF ) F g YS a el 

Admission to Graduate School Engineering Department, ~ 7% 7 | vy ee ad 3 
students should “talk to a p ; / ¥ yee 1 e 

Admission to Graduate School at the professor before consider- ye , ¥ | 

University of Wisconsin requires a ing graduate school to see & f s Sit, a Yao a 

minimum grade point average of 3.0 (/ if there is an area of study . / = ~ Tt < y pe = 

4.0) in the last 66 credits. While some available and how the job * eS ij § | s 
: f : a : sf ae = 

departments in the College of Engineer-__ market is for that area. — 
ing may have a higher admission A group of graducate students takes a break from reaseach at the ME lobby. 

standard, all departments adhere tothe Making contacts and connections with that faculty member find funding for 

minimum standard set by the Univer- faculty members as an undergraduate that student later in graduate school. If 

sity. In certain cases, students can can also help to open doors to graduate the students decides to go elsewhere for 

petition for acceptance with a grade school funding and admission. Even if a graduate school, the experience will 

point average below the minimum set student does not attend the University provide a good reference. 

by the department. of Wisconsin for graduate school, good 
Funding 

Graduate school tuition is substantially 

e s a higher than undergraduate tuition. 

Making contacts and connections with Funding is one of the biggest problems 
facing graduate students, since it is not 

faculty members as an undergraduate (eV available for all students. Fellowships, 
teaching and Research Assistant 

FYROM RR UOMO RTC C UC ICELS BE positions provide the means of financ- 
A a " ing graduate school for some. However, 

funding and adm ission. there is not enough funding available to 
support all graduate students. It is up to 
the individual faculty member in 
charge of the funding to choose 

Meeting the admission standards for a recommendations can make the students for Research Assistant 

department is only the first step in difference for admission into graduate positions. If in the past they have had a 

acceptance into a graduate program. A programs at other schools. positive experience with a particular 

student must also find a faculty student or if a student has good 

member that is willing to be their Ways of making these connections with recommendations from other faculty 

advisor. Because of the growing faculty members as an undergraduate members, their chances of receiving 

number of students applying to include taking independent study in some funding increase. 

graduate school in recent years it has their area of interest, or obtaining a 

become increasingly difficult for laboratory assistant position. Working Departments in the college of engineer- 

students to find a faculty member able with a faculty member on this level can ing advise that a student obtain a co-op 

to advise them. increase the student's chances of having — sometime during the time spent as an 
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undergraduate. Kathy Monroe, from Monroe, “The GRE is strictly betweena __ classes that could be used once the 
the College of Engineering, explains, faculty member and the student. student was admitted to graduate 
“We really push co-ops as part of the Depending on the area of study a school. Interested students should 
undergraduate experience.” Having faculty may request to see your GRE contact their departments to find out 
practical work experience can increase scores to accept you into their field of more information. 
your chances of obtaining a research study.” 
position in graduate school. Find Out More 

Talking to a faculty member is a good 
‘i m 5 , way for a student to realize all of the 

Having practical work experience can increase Figmcuuermene stung 
-— _ goals they are pursuing. It also is a 

your chances of obtaining a research position BRthiguurmr ay agcut 
7 accomplished as an undergraduate to 
in PECK school. better prepare for Graduate School. As 

Kathy Monroe says, “You really have to 
plan and put it all together”. 

Graduate Records Examination Senior Graduate Status 

The Graduate Records Examination One option available to students is to AUTHOR BIO: 
(GRE) is not required by the Graduate take classes for graduate school while Dave Hubanks graduated last may 
program at the University of Wisconsin, still enrolled as an undergraduate. If a . y . . 
although in border line cases it may be student has six credits or less remaining with a degree in Mechanical Engi- 
used as the determining factor by a for their degree as an undergraduate it neering. He spent the summer 

faculty member. According to Kathy is possible for them to sign up for discovering the wonders of Europe, 

Egypt and Israel. Wow! 

To find our information about graduate programs contact: 

Department Contact Person PhoneNumber 

Agricultural Judy Ashford 262-2250 

Civil & Environmental Lynn Maertz 262-5198 

Chemical Donna Gabl 263-3138 

Electrical &Computer Kathy Monroe 262-2745 

EngineeringMechanics Rita Martinson 262-3990 

Industrial Sue Bader 263-3955 

MaterialScience Eric Hellstrom 263-9462 

Mechanical Linda Aaberg 262-0666 

Nuclear Gilbert Emmert 263-1648 
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Francious Sainfort ae ‘ LS 

wih, | 
% —* i 

Te Industrial Engineering great change, it made researching a ae 
department at UW-Madison is little bit easier,” Sainfort says. Re sng y X 

always up on the current technological i y 

and economic needs of our changing It was not until a year later that om 
society. Here, Professor Francious Sainfort met a friend named David 7 

Sainfort uses his technical background Gustuffson who helped him find y, 
to analyze and solve economic prob- placement in the I.E. Department here = 
lems involved in the ways machines are — at UW- Madison as an Assistant Considering that Sainfort is 
used, and the cost it takes to maintain Professor. “David was a very influen- involved in at least five Industrial 
them. “The LE. program is a very tial part in helping [me] find that start Engineering related organizations 
interesting field to research, because of that I was looking for, and Madison outside of the classroom, it might seem 

the available diversity of application,” seemed like a good place to be. | had impossible for him to maintain his daily 

Sainfort says. He suggests that any heard good things about the program role with the required alertness needed 

undecided engineering student should there, and it proved to be the right for success. That is not the case says 

take a good look at this program. choice,” Sainfort says. Finally arriving junior Emily Dickinson from his 
at Madison, Sainfort taught as an Decision Sciences class, “He seems to 

Sainfort originates from Grenoble, Assistant Professor and continued to do a very good job in getting the 

France, where he lived for eighteen research for his Ph.D. ,which took two material across in an easy to under- 

years. After completing what we would more years of study to complete. stand way.” When asked why he 

call high school education, he left enjoys teaching, Sainfort responds by 
Right now it is possible to find saying,” I enjoy teaching because its one 

FLL Sainfort in his office in the Industrial on one, and it’s fun to teach the 

I enjoy teaching Engineering department in the Me- students about applicable diversity in 
“1 chanical Engineering building, teaching __ the field that I’ve dealt with for ten 

because It s one on one, one of his classes, or at one of the years.” 

O several committees that he is currentl 

and it's fun to teach the involved with. One such committee is Despite all that Sainfort does with 
the Institute of Industrial Engineers his day, he still finds time for some 

students about (L.LE.). This committee is involved in exercise, either by playing tennis, or his 

a < = brainstorming the current technologies favorite game, soccer. “ I find it rather 

applicable diversity in of a given field to see what kinds of enjoyable to let the daily stress off by 
improvements can be made. “ I enjo taking it out ina good match of tennis, 

the field that I've dealt woking with this committee ee it ora Soe game,” he says. 

* " is interesting to see the different ways 
with for ten years. of improvement in any field,” Sainfort Sainfort is a true example of a well 

——_].J/.- $j) om ments. rounded individual with a great deal to 

Grenoble and went to a university in offer. He suggests that everyone should 
Paris called “Paris Ecole Central”, Sainfort also works with the MDM find something they would enjoy 

where he studied to get his undergradu- (Medical Decision Making Society), contributing there time to. He adds, 

ate and master’s degree in Industrial where he spends much time analyzing “Once you realize that it is possible to 

Engineering. While he was researching systems that could be made more make a difference, the actual work you 

for his Ph.D., an interesting offer came efficient. Once a system has been put into it doesn’t seem like work at all 
his way. He was given the opportunity analyzed, Sainfort is then responsible anymore." 

to to do his doctoral work in Montreal, for finding a new more efficient way to 
Canada. Sainfort accepted the offer use that system. “ It ‘s fun to see what AUTHOR BIO: 

and flew to Montreal to begin his Co eee ee aa John Gilbert is currently a sophomore. He is 
research immediately. “ Montreal wasa _ existing technologies. : - : of 

heading for a degree in Industrial Engineering. 
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A genius figured it out— 
ullt 1t 1n. 

eThe HP 48G has built-in 
equations, functions, 
and menus to guide you 
through complex 
calculations. 

* Access over 300 built-in equations. 

¢ Push a button, choose from a pull- 
down menu, and fill in the blanks. 

allel aa arama aaah y Entering data is that easy. 

i Leash ry | * View 3-D graphs. 

I seKnaM | * Perform algebra and calculus 

a a = = PR | operations on equations before 

4 SESeeSS FORCES AND ENERGY ee entering values. 
y Centripetal Force Tt] 
4 Hooke 's Law | ¢ Enter and see equations like they 

FE WWMass-Eneray Relation appear on paper. 
g ae El aeete Collisions * Work with different units of measure. 
4 Way < Ora ideation The HP 48G will convert them for you. 

a Se La hie So, enter inches, centimeters, yards, and 
F EE a a feet, together in one equation — it'll 
3 i ee ae convert them. 

1 ¢ You'll quickly learn to 
a. ; : ; : operate it! 
j Coe ee ee Oe 
a i) bs Me o E F Pull-down menus guide you through 

RAD POLAR CHARS MODES MEMORY STACK PREV MENU problem-solving smoothly and quickly. 

ee ee Ce La Push a button, select an entry from the 
: ty cI H F r L pull-down menu, and fill in the blanks. 

Se eae Ro 

2 F “sTo , ‘EVAL F - | p “vy > eCheck it out at your 
; CY i 
a ee cm ae a ek college bookstore. 

EF sin ‘cos. ‘TaN ‘vr ‘yX The HP 48G graphic calculator gives 
8 u v 4 be x you a whole lot more for a whole lot 

ee ee less than you think. Compare — the 

Hen ba) ty- BEX "DEL "+ HP 48G fits your budget. 
hi es 

] pial ie - PLOT Sawaal ‘i : cf GD | HEWLETT? 

p fa 7 8 {9 + EB PACKARD 
E a Siig ud i 

a <. ee ee as i
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